
Health safety  |  Touchless entry

For years, DSI turnstiles have given companies like yours the power 
to secure your building entries using touchless technology. 

Now the COVID-19 pandemic has added the need for employee and 
visitor health safety. 

DSI can integrate mask and body-temperature detection plus facial 
and palm recognition to the DSI family of optical turnstiles.  

STOP THREATS YOU CAN AND CANNOT SEE
The optical turnstile at your building’s entrance does an excellent 
job of identifying and blocking unauthorized persons that may 
threaten your operations. But today, there are new threats that are 
harder to identify– in fact, that are impossible to see. These pose 
severe dangers to the health of your personnel, visitors, and anyone 
they come into contact with. It is imperative that you block these 
threats as well. 

AUTOMATICALLY DENY NON-COMPLIANT ENTRY
To help stop the threat of COVID-19 and other diseases, integrating 
these new health features into your existing or new DSI optical 
turnstiles allows you to automatically block entry to anyone not 
meeting your defined health and protection standards.

QUICKLY IDENTIFY COMPLIANCE AND SPEED UP 
THROUGHPUT
DSI turnstiles, in conjunction with technology incorporating 
powerful embedded thermal cameras, can quickly recognize and 
allow access to authorized safety compliant users.

TOUCHFREE ACCESS CONTROL 
PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS

• Touchless turnstile operation for 
health safety

• Mask and body-temperature 
detection 

• Fingerprint and palm recognition

• Identification of persons wearing 
and not wearing masks

• Entry blocking for persons not 
meeting standards

• Full biometric technologies can 
be integrated with existing or new 
optical turnstiles

Add touchless health safety to your 
DSI optical turnstiles 
Detect masks and body temperature. Recognize people using fingerprint or facial ID 
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TOUCHFREE OPTICAL TURNSTILES FITTED 
WITH COMPLEMENTARY BIOMETRIC ACCESS 
CONTROL TECHNOLOGY CAN PROVIDE:

• Rapid facial verification from several feet away

• Body temperature detection with a high degree 
of accuracy

• Detection of subjects wearing or not wearing 
masks

• Touchless fingerprint verification using hand 
wave technology

• Bluetooth credential verification (uses cell phone 
for access credentials) 

GET A FREE ASSESSMENT FROM DSI
DSI can help you evaluate your existing security 
hardware system to make sure you are protecting the health of your employees and visitors as well as securing 
your building. 

Regardless of the type of public facility you operate–whether an office building, manufacturing plant, warehouse, 
school, hospital or any other–you need to protect the health of the people who use these spaces as well as the 
security of the facility itself.

DSI can integrate touchless health safety equipment for mask and body-temperature detection as well as facial and 
fingerprint recognition capabilities into your building security, enhancing your health safety and security measures.

About DSI
Since 1982, Designed Security, Inc., a USA company, has developed, engineered, 
and manufactured custom and standard state-of-art security and access control 
products for the corporate, commercial, educational, and industrial marketplace. A 
primary component of DSI’s philosophy is to provide customers with comprehensive 
engineering and technical support for our products. We believe effective communication 
and technical assistance during product evaluation and after the sale, have substantially 
contributed to product acceptance, enhancements, and customer satisfaction.
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LEARN MORE ABOUT TOUCHLESS ENTRY SOLUTIONS

SCHEDULE AN ASSESSMENT

https://dsigo.com/touchless-entry-solutions/
https://dsigo.com/support-training/assessment/

